
The Highlands of Scotland are renowned for their wild and brooding landscapes.  Mists swirl around craggy

mountain peaks and into steep-sided glens, North Atlantic swells crash onto untamed coastlines, while the quieter

waters of deep sea lochs seem to harbor ancient mysteries, and the evidence of over five thousand years of human

occupation cloaks the land.  The Highlands—often portrayed as the country’s most romantic region—are truly the

Scotland of the imagination.

Autumn brings a time of transition. Bracken and deciduous

trees turn golden yellow, rutting red deer roar their primal

challenges, and migrating geese skein overhead.  In the fall,

as weather systems build and drift overland from

tempestuous seas, the Highlands fill with the most dramatic,

varied and photogenic light.  This is the time of the year

Scotland offers some of the finest photo opportunities for

landscape and travel photographers of all levels.

 

Scotland's Highlands in Autumn
                Follow the Road Less Traveled

http://photosafaris.com/home


From Inverness to the enchanting Isle of Skye, the region

rewards photographers with many visual riches.  Autumn sunrise and sunset in the Highlands offer light-drenched

mountain crests and sultry ground fog in the glens, while crisp days often produce billowing cloud-filled skies and

the first dusting of snow on the high mountain crags.

 

Our photo tour begins in Inverness, the Highland’s capital.  This small city is situated at the mouth of River Ness

that flows from the (in)famous nearby loch.  It is a wonderful jumping off point, providing easy access and close

proximity to some of Scotland's more remote and less visited terrain. Outside of Inverness, we avoid the cities,

concentrating instead on photographing our way through one of the most scenic and least populated regions of the

United Kingdom.  We cross rugged unspoiled landscapes replete with cascading brooks, autumn-cured heather-

covered hillsides, and glacier-carved mountain peaks.  On our journey, mountains give way to valleys, valleys give

way to lochs, and lochs give way to a bracing island-studded sea to finally arrive at the Isle of Skye. Skye—the

largest and northernmost of the major islands in the Inner Hebrides—is one of the most photogenic gems in all of

the Scottish Highlands.  With its craggy rock spires and towering sea cliffs, picturesque harbors and sparkling sea

lochs, Skye is a wonderland of landscape photo opportunities.

 

We loop back towards Inverness to photograph the iconic

glens and Caledonian pine forest of Glen Affric, finishing our

tour on the eastern shores of the Highlands.  With our small

group’s sights focused on photographing the sweeping glens,

twisted forests, waterfalls, ruined crofts and the austere fall-

colored mountain landscapes of Glen Affric, a photographic

trip to the Highlands would not be complete without a stop at

Scotland’s treasured Eilean Donan Castle.

 

If you are a photographer in search of time-weathered

autumn landscapes where a sense of history hangs like mist over forested glens, or if you crave rugged coastlines

with pearl white beaches along an emerald sea, then Scotland’s Highlands and islands will reach out to you.

 Scotland always seems to find a way into your lens as well as your heart.

Tour Itinerary
Day 1

Depart from home.

 

Day 2 (Oct 9)

Arrive Inverness, Scotland, in time to meet for the transfer to our lodging in the Highland capital.

Tonight we gather for a welcome dinner and orientation.  (D)



 

Days 3–5

This morning we photograph our way out to the wild northwest coast. The verdant agricultural

landscapes of the eastern Highlands immediately give way to raw heather moorlands and increasingly

mountainous landscapes.

 

An early morning stop at scenic Rogie Falls provides our first taste of autumn color and a chance to

work with long exposures of tumbling water over jagged, rocky terrain. It is the Atlantic salmon

spawning season and we may be able to photograph the leaping fish at the falls in their epic upstream

battle.

 

We continue westward to remote Wester Ross

National Scenic Area, home to scenic rocky mountains

with wonderfully evocative Gaelic names—An

Teallach, Suilven, Stac Pollaidh, Cul Mor, Slioch, and

many more—rising from the moorlands. Each

maintains a distinctive character and together forms

one of the most stunning landscapes in Scotland.  We

dedicate a day for photography at An Teallach, a

towering rock massif with terraced sides deeply cut

with steep gullies.  For those who prefer, we offer an opportunity for a scenic hike away from the road.

 

Along the coast pristine wild sandy beaches, such as Mellon Udrigle, stretch out in front of mountain

vistas, allowing broad seascapes of waves, sand and rock in this sparsely populated region.  During our

days of photography we are also likely to encounter otters and red deer, as well as the charismatic

Highland cows, along the roadside.  (BLD)

 

Days 6–7

Our journey takes us to the Isle of Skye. Our route travels over the Bealach na Ba, the famous scenic

pass to the Applecross Peninsula—the highest paved road in the British Isles. We travel along Glen

Torridon, a single track road with great spires of Torridonian sandstone looming on either side, as it

winds its way down to the sea lochs of the coast.

 

These days are designed to allow us to slow down and have the time necessary to devote to photography.  

Our base is a charming coastal village on the mainland just minutes from the bridge over the sea to the 

Isle of Skye. Our time on Skye takes us to hidden gems away from the tourist hot spots for the



best photo opportunities among the coastal and

mountain landscapes that abound on this magical

island.

 

 We choose our destinations according to the

weather and search for the most dramatic light 

conditions. 

 

The small fishing village of Elgol frames

stunning vistas across the sea with the Cuillin mountain 

range as the backdrop. Trotterernish Ridge and the 

Old Man of Storr provide for compositions of rugged 

rocky summits set amidst a misty landscape of

cliffs and lochs.  (BLD)

 

Days 8–10

As we return from Skye, we break our rule of avoiding tourist hot spots just one time—no photo trip

would be complete without a stop at iconic 13 -century Eilean Donan, the most photographed castle in

the UK!

 

Traveling back to Inverness, we spend our final days of the tour exploring the central Highlands and

the east coast. We visit Glen Affric National Nature Reserve, an autumnal gem of old-growth

woodlands with native Scots pine. The area is known for its pristine lochs shining with skyward

reflections, as well as its tumbling waterfalls. Photogenic Plodda Falls drops a sheer 150 feet into a

darkened forested gorge.  Autumn is the time of the red deer rut and the Glen Affric area is a great

place to encounter red stags roaring their primeval challenge to all rivals.  We have an opportunity to

try to photograph elusive pine martens from a wildlife blind at night and, for those who would like, we

make an early morning foray to look for otters.  (BLD)

 

Day 11 (Oct 18)

Our final morning in the Scottish Highlands ends with breakfast and transfers to the Inverness airport

for our travels homeward.  (B)
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Oct 8 - Oct 18, 2021
Fee: $8,495 from Inverness, Scotland
Deposit: $800
Limit: 12

 

And local guide

 

MIKE BYRNE

Tour LeadersTrip Details
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